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Abstract. The most shocking events were the recent discovery of the fraudulent activities in the Punjab National Bank. This is due to frequent systemic failures that detect human errors. Blockchain technology is the greatest solution for this issue. It is surprisingly common for the information settlement mechanism like SWIFT to be on an isolated ledger from the payment settlement mechanism. If the banks use a ledger that stores information settlement distributed across all the participants, then the fraudulent user may reflect on all the available participants in the transactions, auditors and regulators. Our Paper is a Decentralized Loan Management Web Application (DApp) built on Ethereum blockchain which targets on preventing such fraudulent attacks on Loans sanctions by decentralising the processes. The security features authentication of the user identity, authentication of bank officials and multiple levels of verification of details are implemented using Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).
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1. Introduction

Banking security and privacy remains a major challenge. This brings in the new technology in the field of financial services industry in the form of blockchain\textsuperscript{banking}[1]. From greater user privacy and heightened security to lower processing fees and fewer errors, blockchain technology can make tremendous change in banking sector\textsuperscript{2}. In this paper, the various core components and functions of the smart contract are outlined and analyzed. The proposed BC-based loan management is secure by thoroughly analyzing its security with respect to the fundamental security goals of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The proposed system aims on preventing fraudulent attacks like PNB scam on Loans sanctions by decentralising the processes involved in Loan Sanctioning by using smart contracts and Ethereum Blockchain. Ethereum is an open-source, blockchain-based, platform which gives way for developing various Distributed Applications (DApps) for creating Smart Contracts. This platform provides advantages such as controlling frauds, system downtimes, interferences and the third-party frauds. Proof of authority and proof of work algorithms ensures that the data is real, authorized and immuted.
2. Related Works

In this section, Hao Wang, Chaonian Guo. et al., designed a loan management system called LoC, which attempts to manage the loans based on smart contracts over permissioned blockchain Hyperledger Fabric[3]. Konstantinos Christidis et al., designed Blockchains and Smart Contracts for the Internet of Things[4], which allows to have a distributed verifiable peer-to-peer network with non-trusting members can interact with each other without a trusted intermediary [5]. Gareth W. Peterst et. al., designed an Internet of Money [6] and Hiroki Watanabe et. al., designed Block-chain Contract for securing a blockchain. This prevents the attacker for being controlling the resources, which in turn secures the blockchain [7].

3. System Architecture

Fig.1 depicts the flow of data and control among various operations of a Ethereum Decentralized Application. It also holds modules for authorization of nodes and verification and validation of resources concerned. Fig.2 depicts the working of the
smart contracts for block creation and adding created blocks to the blockchain. Smart contracts help in exchanging valuables, shares, properties, and money without any conflicts. Furthermore, the system eliminates the intermediator called broker fares. The concept behind the smart contract can be easily described with the technology description of vending machine. The Smart Contracts in DAApps enforces obligations in addition to defining rules and charging penalties for the created agreement.

3.1 DApp System

We have followed the approach of developing, implementing and testing the DApp in the ethereum simulator Ganache[8]. Primarily, we launch the Ganache Ethereum Simulator using ganache-cli command in the command prompt. The simulator then creates 10 accounts which resemble the nodes in the blockchain. As the next step, connect to the Remix IDE by selecting the option Web3. Provider localhost:8545. Then start the Apache HTTP server and MySql using XAMPP and handle the administration using phpMyAdmin.

3.2 Loan Requesting and Sanctioning Process

The first UI of our DApp is the sign up / login page. Once the user logs in, the welcome page appears. Then he/she has to sign a message using their private key and this signature is then stored in the bank database. If login not available, the user creates an account in the Banking website by entering his/her Public Key along with the basic information for KYC. Then, the Loanee / Representative of an organisation has to digitally sign a fixed message (previously set by the bank and updated periodically) using his/her Private key before applying for loan or Loan.

If the verification is a success, then, the bank officials digitally sign the details of loan using their private key and upload the signed details in the blockchain. In case of loan, the block hash is stored in the user database. When the required number of bank officials authorize a particular loan (i.e) more block hashes are stored for a particular loan, the loan is sanctioned. Hence, multiple authentications and verifications are done before sanctioning loans thus augmenting more security by decentralizing the loan process[11-15].

3.3 Loan Sanction Algorithm

The Algorithm 1 is based on the loan sanction algorithm which is used at the backend of the loan management application to secure and ensure data integrity in the loan sanction process. The first parameter used in this algorithm is the user_type which has the type of the user. Sign method, verify method are used to verify the signature with the public key using digital signature algorithm. add_block creates a new block and stores the information passed to it in the block and adds the block to the block chain. Save method stores the parameter passed to it to the database.
Algorithm 1

Input: Loan_msg, Key of Loanee
Output: Blockhash

if user_type equals loanee then
    sign(loan_msg, loanee.privateKey)
else
    if user_type equals admin then
        if verify(sign, loanee.publicKey) is valid then
            sanction(loan_details, loan_details)
            sign(loan_details, admin.privateKey)
            add_block(loan_details)
            save(blockhash)
        else if not valid halt
        endif
    endif
endif

3. Results and Discussions

In this section, we present the simulation of our proposed system. The Backend code for the Banking Smart Contract is written in the language Solidity. The Solidity code written using the Solidity version 0.4.21[10].

The Fig.3 shows remix IDE, which shows the details of the added block of the blockchain. Remix is a browser-based compiler and IDE that enables users to build Ethereum contracts with Solidity language and to debug transactions.
4. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a loan management system based on blockchain namely DApp. In real-time, the system securely shares the details about transactions by organizing the network, this action prevents the frauds in the system. Our proposed system maintains the privacy of the valuable customers by eliminating the attackers or frauds who injecting vulnerable data. By our proposed system, the banks in India can be completely digitalized without any hesitation from the hackers and the attackers. Thus, the integration of blockchain in the loan management system incorporates easier, faster, and cheaper solutions, which can be adapted by the existing banking systems for experiencing the high-level security and privacy.
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